Cancer-associated mutations in cancer genes constitute a diverse set of mutations associated with the disease. To gain insight into features of the set, substitution, deletion and insertion mutations were analysed at the nucleotide level, from the COSMIC database. The most frequent substitutions were c!t, g!a, g!t, and the most frequent codon changes were to termination codons. Deletions more than insertions, FS (frameshift) indels more than I-F (in-frame) ones, and single-nucleotide indels, were frequent. FS indels cause loss of significant fractions of proteins. The 5 0 -cut in FS deletions, and 5 0 -ligation in FS insertions, often occur between pairs of identical bases. Interestingly, the cut-site and 3 0 -ligation in insertions, and 3 0 -cut and join-pair in deletions, were each found to be the same significantly often (p < 0.001). It is suggested that these features aid the incorporation of indel mutations. Tumor suppressors undergo larger numbers of mutations, especially disruptive ones, over the entire protein length, to inactivate two alleles. Protooncogenes undergo fewer, less-disruptive mutations, in selected protein regions, to activate a single allele. Finally, catalogues, in ranked order, of genes mutated in each cancer, and cancers in which each gene is mutated, were created. The study highlights the nucleotide level preferences and disruptive nature of cancer mutations.
INTRODUCTION
Decades ago, it was shown that mutations in genes can cause cancer. Proto-oncogenes (PO) were shown to be activated by mutation to oncogenes, which triggered cancer (1, 2) . The existence of tumor-suppressor (TS) genes, their loss of function by a 'two-hit' scheme of mutation, and the cancer-promoting effect of loss of TS function have also been described (3) (4) (5) . Years of subsequent research have led to a general acceptance of the paradigm that sequential accumulation of genetic errors or mutations in PO and TS eventually transforms a normal cell into a tumor cell (6) . With the elucidation of the human genome, it is now possible to sequence every human gene in each cancer, and to examine the collective set of cancer-related mutations. Cancer genome sequencing projects have shown that about 47, 63, 90 and 90 mutations are observed in glioblastoma multiforme, pancreatic, breast and colorectal cancers, respectively (7, 8) . Thus, cancers are complex genetic diseases with numerous genes being affected, and drugs striking one or a few gene targets may not bring about a cure of the disease. Mutational data emerging from the cancer genome sequencing projects might reveal new paradigms for the disease as well as for treatment.
Cancer-associated genes and mutations, discovered and published over decades of research, have been organized into databases. Genes playing a causal role in cancer (cancer genes) have been compiled in the Cancer Gene Census (9) . A gene has been considered to be causal if mutations in it were not attributable to chance and if it was likely that the mutations had been selected because they conferred a growth advantage on the tumor. Cancer-related mutations, reported in the literature, have been compiled in the COSMIC database [Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (10) (11) (12) ]. The aim of the present study is to analyse mutations observed in Cancer Gene Census genes and compiled in COSMIC.
Cancer mutations have been differentiated into drivers and passengers; while the former contribute to cancer development (as they have a functional impact), the latter do not [as they are functionally neutral (13, 14) ]. The sequencing of cancer genomes yields large collections of somatic mutations (7, 13, 15) , which need to be differentiated into drivers and passengers. Computational methods have been developed for this purpose. Machine learning methods combine physicochemical, structural and conservation information of wild-type (WT) and mutant residues, and are trained to distinguish between known deleterious and neutral mutations. Thus, CanPredict and CHASM train random forest classifiers to discriminate between COSMIC mutations and either nsSNPs (16, 17) or synthetically generated passenger mutations (18) ; likewise, a protein kinase-specific method trains a support vector machine to distinguish between known disease and common kinase nsSNPs (19) . The trained classifiers are used to predict, in an unknown set of missense mutations, those that are likely to have a functional impact. 'Direct methods' use evolutionary conservation patterns to predict the functional impact of mutations on proteins (20) (21) (22) . In Ref. (20) , a functional impact score has been introduced and used to discriminate between COSMIC mutations and common polymorphisms. Protein structure and sequence analysis methods have been used to show that destabilization of protein 3D structure is the major molecular mechanism underlying driver mutations (23) . The COSMIC database has been used to analyse patterns of mutation in cancers, to understand the crosstalk between cancer pathways and to examine the distribution of mutations in oncogenes and TS (24) . A systems biology approach has also been taken and a network of cancer genes with co-occurring and mutually exclusive mutations has been constructed to study how the mutations contribute to tumorigenesis (25) .
Many of the above-mentioned studies have focused on missense mutations and their effect at the protein level. Mutations in cancer are selected based on the growth advantage that the mutant protein confers on the cell. Nevertheless, mutations occur at the nucleotide (nt) level. In the present study, substitution, deletion and insertion mutations in cancer genes, sourced from COSMIC, have been analysed at the nt level. No effort has been made to classify mutations into drivers or passengers. Substitution mutations were analysed to determine the frequencies of base changes and of codon mutations. Frameshift (FS) and in-frame (I-F) deletions and insertions were analysed for their frequency of occurrence, length distributions, preferred starting and ending cut-or ligation-sites, locations in proteins and for the fraction of protein lost or gained due to them. The distribution of different types of mutations in, and their spread over the lengths of PO and TS were studied. Genes playing a role in each cancer, and cancers in which each gene was playing a role, were each ranked. Thus, the study examines, at the nt level, the variety and preferred kinds of mutations that occur over the time-scale of cancer (<100 years). It is hoped that the study will add perspective, in the effort to understand cancer mutations.
METHODS
Ranking genes in cancer of each tissue and ranking cancer tissues for each gene
Cancer genes and mutations were obtained from the COSMIC database. A description of the data set and data processing procedure is given in Supplementary Methods (i). The aim was to identify: (i) the various genes that were playing a role in cancer of each tissue and (ii) the various cancers in which each gene was playing a role. The number of samples analysed and mutated samples observed for each gene in each tissue were counted and used to calculate the fraction or proportion (p) of mutated samples, which was then used to calculate a rank score. As the numbers of samples analysed differed widely in the data set, the uncertainty in the estimated proportion (p) needed to be taken into account. This may be done by taking the 95% lower confidence limit on the estimate of the proportion as the ranking score. This approach has previously been used, and the confidence limit has been calculated using the (widely accepted) approximate formula, z c Á ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ðp Á ð1 À pÞÞ=N p [cf., legend to Figure 1 in Ref. (10)]. In the present study, the more rigorous expression for the 95% lower confidence limit, using the same normal approximation to the binomial distribution, has been used (26) , since it ensures that the ranking score never becomes negative. Thus, the 95% lower confidence limit or rank score has been calculated as follows:
2 N p = proportion of mutated samples (i.e. number of mutated samples/total number of samples analysed), z c = critical value = 1.6449, N = total number of samples analysed. As N becomes large, the score asymptotically approaches p. Results are given in Supplementary  Table S1 .
Analyses of substitution, deletion and insertion mutations
A single mutation may be observed many times. The 1633G > A, E545K substitution in the PIK3CA gene, in breast tissue, for example, occurs 165 times. This is because a large number of breast PIK3CA samples have been studied and the mutation occurs frequently in them. Unless otherwise specified, a mutation occurring multiple times in a tissue has been considered only once (i.e. only unique mutations in a tissue have been considered), in order to avoid biases due to differing sample sizes. The same mutation occurring in multiple tissues, however, has been considered once in each tissue.
Substitution mutations
Single-base substitutions were sorted into synonymous, missense and nonsense ones, and each set was analysed separately [Supplementary Methods (i)a]. Multiple-base substitutions were also analysed. WT and mutant codons from all single-base substitutions, and from multiplebase ones in which 2 or 3 bases in a single codon were substituted, were used to generate a 64 Â 64 WT codonmutant codon pair frequency matrix (Supplementary  Table S2 ).
Deletion and insertion mutations
Deletions and insertions were separated into I-F and FS ones, and each set was analysed separately [Supplementary Methods (i)b]. Results are given in Supplementary  Tables S3 and S4 , respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of the analysis of substitution mutations
In the set of cancer-related mutations, there were 6013 single-base-, 169 2-base-, 12 3-base-, 2 4-base-and 2 5-base substitutions (Table 1) . Single-base substitutions consisted of 489 synonymous, 4555 missense, 964 nonsense and 5 no-stop ones. Substitution of a nt can occur at positions 1, 2 or 3 (pos1, pos2 or pos3) of a codon and, at each position, there are 12 substitution possibilities, because any of the 4 bases can be changed to any of the three remaining ones. Figure 1a shows that, out of 489 synonymous substitutions, 20, 0 and 469 (sums of values in each series; Table 1 ) arise from base changes at pos1, pos2 and pos3, respectively. Synonymous codons for the majority of amino acids differ by a base at pos3, the exceptions being some L and R codons, which differ at pos1 (codon table) . Accordingly, synonymous substitutions are frequent at pos3. Arising due to the degeneracy of the genetic code, these substitutions provide some protection against the effect of mutations, but are thought not to confer any growth advantage on a tumor. However, replacing an efficient codon with a less efficient synonymous one can affect production of the protein (27) . Out of 4555 missense substitutions, 1951, 2262 and 342 arise from base changes at pos1, pos2 and pos3, respectively ( Figure 1b) ; base changes at pos2 and pos1 lead to missense substitutions more frequently than do those at pos3. No c!t or t!c changes are observed at pos3 because they lead only to synonymous mutations. Out of 964 nonsense substitutions, 672, 132 and 160 arise from base changes at pos1, pos2 and pos3, respectively ( Figure 1c ). The codon table shows that nine codons of five amino acids (Q, K, E, R, G), four codons of two amino acids (L, S) and five codons of three amino acids (Y, C, W) can change to stop codons by making base changes at pos1, pos2 and pos3, respectively. As more codons of more amino acids can change to a stop codon by base changes at pos1, nonsense substitutions at this position are more frequent. In general, substitutions occur more frequently at pos1 and pos2 than at pos3 (Table 1 ). Figure 2 shows that, in the set of substitution mutations, the most frequently occurring base changes are c!t, g!a and g!t. Table 1 lists the most frequently occurring base changes at each position. Overall as well as at each position, c!t, g!a and g!t changes are preferred. The only exception is the occurrence, with some frequency, of a!g at pos2; this may be a result of coding requirements in mutant codons. The greater frequency of c!t and g!a mutations is related to an epigenetic modification of DNA that commonly occurs at cg (or CpG) dinucleotides: the methylation of cytosine at the 5-position. Methylated CpG di-nt are unusually mutable, undergo deamination to t and cause 1 c!t and 1 g!a transition [(28); Box 3 in (29)]. A significant number of mutations causing human genetic disease occur at methylated CpG di-nt and the majority of these are c!t and g!a transitions (30) . Another effect of CpG hypermutation is the observed higher rate of c!t and g!a substitution in exons (at synonymous sites) as compared to non-coding DNA: owing to protein coding requirements, there is an over-abundance of synonymous exonic sites involved in CpG dinucleotides, which leads to the observed increased rate of substitution (31) . The g!t transversion has also been shown to occur preferentially at methylated CpG sequences (by an unknown molecular mechanism) at sites of adduct formation by carcinogens and has been noted to be frequent in p53 in lung cancers from smokers (32) . In the present study, g!t tranversions have been observed to be frequent in lung [103] , large intestine [87] and haematopoietic-and-lymphoid [63] cancers. At methylated CpG sequences, the rates of transitions (c!t, g!a) and transversions (g!t) are elevated by $30-fold and a few-fold, respectively, relative to the average mutation rate (33) . The number of times that each base undergoes substitution in the set of WT codons, and is the mutant base in the set of mutant codons was also counted ( Table 1 ). The most substituted bases are g, c [2288, 1906] and the most frequently occurring mutant ones are t, a [2250, 1820] . Thus, substitutions tend to change g, c to t, a. Further, Figure 2 shows that base changes that result in an a or t are preferred over their reverse: c!t > t!c, g!a > a!g, g!t > t!g. Substitution mutations were also examined at the amino acid level (Supplementary Figure S1) . G, L undergo the most synonymous mutations, followed by S, P, T, A, all amino acids with four to six codons (S1a); R, with six codons, however, shows fewer mutations. R, Q, E undergo the most nonsense mutations (S1b), using codons which make c!t, g!t changes at pos1 (R: cga!tga, 194; Q: cag!tag, 158; E: gag!tag, 102; gaa!taa, 89). G undergoes the most missense mutations; C, K, N appear as mutant amino acids in significant numbers (S1c). Missense mutations undergone by each amino acid were also examined (S1d-h); some of the more striking ones, where particular mutant amino acids are frequently observed, are listed in Table 1 . G, the smallest amino acid, often undergoes mutation to R, the largest one (S1h). In all mutations, amino acid codons are mutated to neighbours differing by a single base.
In the data set of cancer-related mutations, 169 2-base substitutions were also present. They were of the types, '12-', '-23', '--3 1--', where the first two or the last two bases in a codon, or the last base in one codon and the first base in the adjacent codon were substituted, respectively. There were 66, 63 and 40 substitutions of the three types, and none, 8 and 19 of them, respectively, formed (28), gg!aa (13), gg!tt (10) Amino acid mutations resulting from 2-and 3-base substitutions: termination (TER) codons. The preferred way of forming a TER codon was by a '--3 1--' type substitution in which the mutant base at pos1 was t; the TER codon was also formed by substitutions at codon positions 2 and 3, but never by those at positions 1 and 2. Supplementary Figure  S2 shows that WT base pairs undergoing substitution most frequently are: gg, cc, tg, gc, and the most frequently occurring mutant pairs are: tt, aa, at, ct; cg never occurred as a mutant base pair. There were 65 types of WT ! mutant pairs, the most frequently occurring ones being cc!tt, gg!aa, gg!tt (Table 1) . Thus, 2-base substitutions, like single-base ones, tended to change g, c to t, a. The 12 3-base, 2 4-base and 2 5-base substitutions observed in the data set were also examined. All three bases in a codon have been substituted in three of the 3-base ones, and in all 4-and 5-base ones. Mutations in which two adjacent nt have been substituted, referred to as tandem base mutations, have been observed in skin cancer in BRAF [gt!ag, aa; tg!aa; (34) ]. The cc!tt tandem substitution is a signature of mutagenesis due to UV exposure and is observed in TP53 and PTCH genes in sun-exposed skin cancer (35) . In the present study, the largest numbers of 2-base mutations were observed in skin [54], haematopoietic-and-lymphoid [24] and lung [19] cancers. A WT codon-mutant codon pair frequency matrix (Supplementary Table S2 ) was generated using WT and mutant codons from 6013 single-base, 129 2-base and 7 3-base substitutions. The arrangement of single-base substitutions (turquoise, tan, green boxes) in diagonals across the matrix reflects the fact that mutations occur between codon neighbours differing by a single base. The large number of empty boxes corresponds to mutations that are not observed because they require multiplebase substitutions, which occur rarely. A comparison of this matrix with an empirical evolutionary codon substitution matrix (36) shows that the entire latter matrix is well-populated. However, by calculating mutation scores (36) , it has been shown that, in the latter matrix, synonymous substitutions are more likely to occur than missense ones, and that >1 nt substitutions are less likely to occur than single-nt ones. Single-base substitutions leading to the formation of TER codons are the most frequent, followed by E!K and G!D mutations (Table 1) . In contrast to the codon substitution matrix, where mutations to TER codons are not observed (despite the long time-scales of evolution), in the present matrix, they are the most frequently occurring mutations (time-scale, <100 years). Thus, mutation selection occurs differently in evolution and cancer. The matrix may also be used to obtain an idea of the approximate number of mutations that a codon may undergo in cancer. Counting the number of mutant codons observed for each WT codon (the number of coloured boxes in each row) showed that 61 WT, non-TER codons each mutated to six or more codons (Table 1) , with the majority [44] each mutating to 8-11 codons; ctg_L, ggc_G, gtg_V and ggt_G mutated to the largest numbers of codons [15, 15, 16, 19] , and one TER codon (tga) underwent three no-stop mutations.
Amino acid mutations resulting from 2-, 3-base substitutions are summarized in Table 1 . Codons of G undergo the largest number and variety of 2-base substitutions. L and P undergo substitutions to one another, L and Q to R, and R to P. V undergoes substitution to acidic and basic residues, and W and S to TER. Some 2-base substitutions are conspicuously rare. In the Ser/Thr kinase, BRAF, T598 and S601 occur in the kinase activation segment. Mutation of either residue to a negatively charged one would mimic phosphorylation, cause unregulated kinase activation and promote tumor growth. However, such mutations, despite their advantage to the tumor, are rare, because 2-base changes that mutate T,S!D,E are rare (37). In the matrix, while no S!D,E substitution is observed, a single T!E one does occur, in the Tyr kinase, KIT. The occurrence of the rare 2-base mutation becomes less surprising upon consideration that the mutation occurs at a mutational hotspot (38) .
Results of the analyses of deletion and insertion mutations
Below, indels has sometimes been used while referring to insertions and deletions. Supplementary Figure S3 shows the different possible ways in which nt can be deleted and inserted in I-F and FS deletions and insertions. While no change in the gene reading frame occurs in I-F indels (nt lost or gained in multiples of three), in FS ones, the reading frame changes (odd or even numbers of nt, that are not multiples of three, lost or gained). There are three types of I-F (1-3, 2-1, 3-2) and six types of FS (1-1, 2-2, 3-3, 1-2, 2-3, 3-1) indels. The first number indicates the position in the codon at which the indel begins, and the second, the position in the same or a downstream codon at which the indel ends; for example, 2-1 indicates that the indel constitutes the segment running from pos2 of one codon to pos1 of the adjacent or a downstream codon (figure legend).
In the data set of cancer-related mutations, there were 2021 FS and 588 I-F deletions, and 903 FS and 347 I-F insertions. Figure 3 shows the frequencies with which the six and three types of FS and I-F deletions (first series) and insertions (second series) occur in the data set. FS indels (both series) of the types, 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, are observed the Figure S3 ). The first series shows the frequency distribution for deletions, the second for insertions. most frequently. Complete codon I-F deletions (type 1-3) are more frequent than mid-codon I-F ones (types 2-1, 3-2); in I-F insertions, a similar, but less marked, trend is observed. All three types of I-F insertions are more frequent than 1-2, 2-3, 3-1 type FS ones; only complete codon I-F deletions (type 1-3) are more frequent than 1-2, 2-3, 3-1 type FS ones. Figure 4 shows the length distributions of the different types of deletions (4A) and insertions (4B) 1-3) . In general, short indels (1, 2, 3, 4 nt) are more common than longer ones; however, I-F indels of longer lengths (>15, >9 nt) are more frequent than FS ones of corresponding lengths.
The occurrence of 2609 deletions versus 1250 insertions suggests that deletions are the preferred mode of mutation; the occurrence of more FS than I-F indels [2924, 935] suggests that the former are preferred, perhaps because they are easier to generate. A study of small indels in the genomes of 79 humans has shown that healthy humans harbour a number of indels in coding exons (coding indels), and 53.5 and 46.5% of these are FS and I-F ones, respectively (39) . The indels are believed to create the genetic variation necessary for biological function in some gene families, to create biological and phenotypic diversity, to have negative effects on gene function and to cause diseases. In the present study, 75.7 and 24.2% of indels are FS and I-F ones, respectively; thus, in comparison with the distribution of coding indels in healthy humans, in cancer genes, FS indels are preferred over I-F ones.
Deletion of one or more nt in a gene involves two cuts and a ligation ( Table 2) 70  56  29  28  22  17  16  10  13  19  12  13  20  37  24   166   332   117   36  54  29  21  18  16  12  10  13  7  5  7  13  33  39  69   337   92  32  66  33  12  18  15  7  17  19  8  17  6  13  40  35 The lengths of indels (in nt) and their frequency of occurrence are given along the x-and y-axes, respectively. The three series, for each length, give the frequencies of the three types of deletions or insertions specified along the x-axis; for example, deletions of length 1 nt result due to FS deletions of types 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, whose frequencies, respectively, are 305, 332, 337. The first three bars give the frequencies of 1-1, 2-2, 3-3 type FS indels (1 nt), the next three give the frequencies of 1-2, 2-3, 3-1 type FS indels (2 nt) and the next three give the frequencies of 1-3, 2-1, 3-2 type I-F indels (3 nt). The cycle then repeats, with the next three bars again giving the frequencies of 1-1, 2-2, 3-3 type FS indels (4 nt), and so on.
analysed [ Figure 5 ; 2 tests in Supplementary Methods (iv)]. The starting cut in FS deletions prefers to occur between a-a, c-c, g-g, t-t, and the 5 0 -ligation in FS insertions, between a-a, t-t, c-c (Table 2) ; i.e. they prefer to occur between pairs of identical nt. The ending cut in FS deletions prefers to occur between a-g, and the 3 0 -ligation in FS insertions, between t-g, a-c, a-g; i.e. they prefer to occur between pairs of dissimilar nt. No start-or end-cut and no 5 0 -or 3 0 -ligation preferences were observed for I-F indels. Thus, while FS indels show preferences in their selection of start-and end-cut sites, or 5 0 -and 3 0 -ligation sites, I-F indels are less discriminating.
An examination of insertions such as, aaagjgjaaaag, tttttjtjaaag, agajgajtatcaa, ttaccjcjtgtg, tataajtaajcact, suggested that the cut-site and 3 0 -ligation are often the same (g-a, g-a; t-a, t-a; a-t, a-t; c-t, c-t; a-c, a-c) . Thus, for FS and I-F insertions, an attempt was made to count combinations of cut-site, 5 0 -and 3 0 -ligations, in which none, two or all three sites are the same; similarly, for FS and I-F deletions, combinations of start-cut, end-cut and join-pair, in which none, two or all three pairs are the same, were counted ( Figure 6 , Supplementary or deleting a base that is identical to the adjoining one, may fail to trigger a corrective response from the cell's copyediting machinery. Further, the cut-site in an insertion and the end-cut in a deletion are often replaced by an identical 3 0 -ligation and join-pair, respectively. Replacing a cut by an identical ligation may also be a mechanism to confuse the cell's copyediting machinery into accepting the mutation.
The locations in proteins at which indels occur were analysed (Supplementary Figure S4) . The start and end codon numbers of each deletion in the WT protein, and of each insertion in the mutant protein were used to identify the locations of indels in proteins. Each protein was divided into three parts-first (or N-terminal), second (or middle), third (or C-terminal)-and indels occurring in each part were identified. The largest, second-and third-largest numbers of I-F and FS deletions occur in the middle, N-and C-terminal regions of proteins (S4A), and of FS and I-F insertions occur in the middle-, C-and N-terminal regions of proteins (S4B). Premature termination codons (PTCs) occurring in the last, or 3 0 50-nt of the penultimate exons of genes, are likely to produce mRNAs that encode proteins with altered functions; PTCs occurring at other exon positions may cause the mRNA to be targeted for nonsense-mediated decay and may abolish gene function (39) . Thus, in S4A, S4B, while indels occurring in the N-terminal region may abolish protein function, those occurring in the C-terminal region are likely to modify it. The greater frequency of occurrence of: (i) deletions in the N-rather than C-terminal regions suggests that deletions often abolish protein function (S4A) and (ii) of insertions in the Crather than N-terminal regions suggests that insertions often modify protein function (S4B). Indels occurring in the middle of the protein are the preferred way to alter or disrupt protein function. In I-F deletions, but never in FS ones, the entire protein may be lost (S4A). In S4B, the last two sets of bars show that the majority of FS and I-F insertions cause the WT protein to become shorter and longer, respectively.
The fraction of protein lost as a result of each deletion, and gained or lost as a result of each insertion was calculated for all FS and I-F indels (Figure 7) . A deletion may result in the loss of a few amino acids or in the introduction of a PTC, resulting in the loss of a part of the protein. Figure 7a shows that the fraction of protein lost was <0.1 for 87% of I-F deletions, and was !0.1 for 91%, !0.2 for Figure S5 shows distributions of the lengths of protein lost due to FS and I-F deletions (S5A), and gained or lost due to I-F and FS insertions (S5B). As a result of FS indels, while protein segments 100 or fewer residues in length are often lost, the loss of longer segments (more than 100 residues) is more frequent.
On the other hand, the majority of I-F deletions cause modest decreases, and the majority of I-F insertions cause modest increases in protein length (105 or less residues). After the point of FS deletion or insertion, a change in the gene reading frame occurs. The length distributions of corrupted protein sequences resulting from FS indels [Supplementary Methods (i)b] are shown in Supplementary Figure S6 ; while sequences of shorter lengths (1-10 amino acid residues) are the most frequent, those of longer lengths are also common. The figure provides insight into the stretches of protein corrupted by FS indels.
Mutations in PO and TS
The three types of substitution, two types of deletion and two types of insertion mutations were sorted gene-wise and tissue-wise (Supplementary Table S5 ). Genes in which at least one type of mutation had a value more than nine in at least one tissue were short-listed (Table 3 ); these were genes in which multiple unique mutations (more than nine) of at least one type were observed in at least one tissue. Greater the number of unique mutations detected in a gene, greater its significance for cancer (20) , and genes with more than nine unique mutations have a definite significance for cancer. Genes were classified into PO and TS (Table 3 , legend). The table differs from Table 4 in ref. (24) because only unique mutations in each tissue have been considered, and because FS and I-F deletions and insertions have been considered separately. FS indels are more frequent in TS than PO. The NPM1 gene is an exception because, inspite of being a PO, it undergoes a large number of FS insertions [52] . An explanation for this might be that NPM1 can function as both PO and TS (41, 42) . While in PO, I-F indels are observed more frequently than FS ones, in TS, FS indels are more frequent. I-F deletions and I-F insertions are also observed in TS, but in lesser numbers, with the former being more frequent than the latter. In the TS, NOTCH1 and CEBPA, a significant number of I-F insertions are observed; this may be because these genes function as both TS and PO (43, 44) . Nonsense substitutions are observed far more frequently in TS than PO. Disruptive mutations-FS indels and nonsense substitutions-occur more frequently in TS, than PO. This is consistent with the requirement that TS, which inhibit cell proliferation, have to be inactivated for unrestrained cell division and cancer to occur. In PO, on the other hand, I-F indels are preferred. As these mutations modify, rather than disrupt, protein function, they are well-suited to activate PO (cellular genes that promote cell proliferation) to oncogenes (which promote excessive cell division and cancer). Mutations in TS cause loss of suppression activity by destabilizing protein structure; mutations in PO also destabilize protein structure, but gain of function results because either the less active form of the protein or the transition to it is destabilized, which increases the population of the active, disease causing state (23) . The most frequently occurring mutations in PO are missense mutations, which are also well-suited to modifying function. TS genes undergo large numbers of FS indels, missense and nonsense substitutions, as well as smaller numbers of I-F indels; PO, on the other hand, mainly undergo missense substitutions, and also smaller, but significant, numbers of I-F indels. Thus, TS genes undergo larger numbers and a greater variety of mutations than PO. One reason for this might be the requirement that both alleles that code for a TS gene be inactivated for tumor formation to occur; to inactivate two alleles, more mutations are recruited. Further, inactivating a protein by mutation is probably easier and less constraining than modifying its activity; therefore, a variety of mutations are employed for the purpose. On the other hand, for a PO, activation of a single allele is sufficient to turn it into an oncogene. Moreover, activation of a protein requires precise and specific mutations. Hence, the number of ways in which a PO can be mutated into an oncogene is limited. As the types of mutations that target PO (e.g. KIT) differ from those that target TS genes (e.g. APC), mutation probably operates in different ways on PO and TS.
Distribution of mutation positions over the lengths of TS and PO
An attempt was made to examine if mutation positions in each protein (sites of one or more mutations) preferred to occur in certain regions of it or if they were randomly distributed over its entire length [Supplementary Methods (ii)]. Figure 8 shows the distribution of mutation positions in each of 40 proteins (PO and TS). Proteins in which the second bar is >70% and the first bar <40% (>70% of mutation positions occur in <40% of the protein) were those in which the majority of mutation positions occurred in a portion (less than two-fifth) of the protein. The first 11 proteins meet this criterion (GATA1 to FGFR3); of these, seven are PO and four TS. In five more proteins, all PO (KIT, PIK3CA, NRAS, KRAS, HRAS), the majority of mutation positions occur in less than the entire protein (>80% of mutation positions occur in <55% of the protein). Thus, mutations in PO tend to occur in selected regions, rather than throughout the length of the protein.
On the other hand, in the last 12 proteins (SOCS1 to CDKN2A), all TS, >90% of mutation positions occur in >90% of the protein (mutations are distributed over the entire protein length). The four TS that occur to the left, among the PO, are exceptions (discussed below). In four more proteins (RUNX1 to CDH1), which function either Table 3 . Distribution of substitution, deletion and insertion mutations in 29 TS and 24 PO. The second column gives the basis of the classification of each gene; ts and po refer to the classification of the gene by Swiss-prot (40) , F refers to the classification given in Table 4 in ref. (24) , V refers to that given in Table 1 in ref. (6) PTPN11  poF  2  45  JAK2  po  8  35  6  5  NPM1  po/tsF  2  52  BRAF  po  16  152  2  6  1  3  MPL  po  10  1  ABL1  po  1  24  ALK  po  3  22  1  CSF1R  po  6  14  3  CTNNB1  poF  21  402  5  91  4  2  EGFR  ts/poF/poN  19  194  4  37  2  35  2  ERBB2  po  3  32  10  FGFR3  poF  14  45  5  3  1  FLT3  poF  4  30  6  1  82  1  GNAS  po  21  HRAS  po  3  101  1  1  1  KIT  po  30  151  3  106  4  30  KRAS  po  13  272  1  1  2  8  MET  po  3  25  1  5  NRAS  po  3  121  1  PDGFRA  poF  6  25  14  1  2  1  PIK3CA  ts/poF/poN  14  332  3  11  3  RET  po  6  33  11  SMO  poF  2  12  1  TSHR  poN  38  2  2138  2900 as TS, or both PO and TS, >80% of mutation positions are distributed over >60% of the protein.
Supplementary Figure S7 (a through g) shows the distribution of mutation positions for each mutation type. GATA1, NOTCH1, APC and CDC73 are TS, but occur to the left in Figure 8 , among PO, and undergo mutations in selected regions of, rather than throughout the lengths of the proteins. The different types of mutations undergone by these genes are: GATA1, FS indels (S7e,g); NOTCH1, missense, nonsense, I-F, FS insertions (S7a,b,f,g), APC, missense, nonsense, FS indels (S7a,b,e,g); CDC73, FS deletions (S7e). Each type of mutation occurs in specific regions of, rather than throughout the gene. It is possible that the genes have an intrinsic tendency to undergo mutations in these regions; i.e. positions in the regions may be mutational hotspots (45) . In the PO, CTNNB1, I-F deletions, missense and even synonymous substitutions (S7d,a,c) are restricted to certain regions. On the other hand, in the TS, CDKN2A, VHL and PTEN, each of the different types of mutations occurs throughout the protein. Thus, different genes undergo different patterns of mutations, with TS preferring to mutate over the entire length, and PO preferring to mutate in specific regions. Mutations in selected regions of the gene are well-suited to activate PO, and those occurring over the entire length are suitable for inactivating the two alleles of a TS gene.
A catalogue of genes which play a role in each cancer
An attempt was made to rank genes playing a role in each cancer and to rank the cancers in which each gene was playing a role (see 'Methods' section). Cancer of each tissue was considered and genes showing mutations in the cancer were arranged by rank score; likewise, each gene was considered and cancers in which mutations in the gene were observed were ranked (Supplementary Table S1a and b). @@ or ** marked gene-tissue pairs constitute a more proven list of genes playing a role in the different cancers because more than one study has indicated their significance [Supplementary Methods (iii)].
Supplementary Table S1a and b are useful because they list out, in one place, the majority of genes that play a role in cancer of each tissue, and the different cancers in which a gene plays a role. Supplementary Table 1a shows that cancer is a multiple gene disease: multiple genes undergo mutations, resulting in mal-functioning proteins, which cause cancer. In most cancers, PO and TS play a role. Considering only marked genes, the largest number play a role in cancers of haematopoietic-and-lymphoid tissue, the reason being the variety of cancers associated with the different cell types of this tissue (leukaemias, lymphomas); different genes play a role in the different cancers. Further, more PO than TS play a role in cancers of this tissue.
Genes that have been recognized as playing a role in specific cancers are present in Supplementary Table S1b. For example, the TS, APC, MEN1, NF1, NF2, RB1, VHL and WT1 have been shown to play roles in colorectal carcinomas, multiple endocrine neoplasia type I, neurofibromatosis types I and II, retinoblastoma, renal cell carcinoma and paediatric kidney cancer (6), respectively; in the table, appropriately, they appear associated with cancers of the large intestine, pancreas, soft tissue, soft tissue and meninges, eye, kidney and kidney, respectively. Similarly, the PO, ABL1, EGFR, KIT and RET, are known to play roles in chronic myelogenous leukaemia, squamous cell carcinoma, sarcoma and thyroid cancer, respectively; in the table, appropriately, they appear associated with cancers of haematopoietic-and-lymphoid tissue, lung, soft tissue and thyroid. In Supplementary Table S1b , genes with a large number of mutated samples (third number), a high proportion of mutated samples (second number) and with high ranks (first number) may, with confidence, be considered to be playing an important role in the corresponding cancer. Many of the marked genes meet these criteria: APC: large intestine; BRAF: skin; CDKN2A: pancreas; CTNNB1: soft tissue, pancreas; FGFR3: urinary tract; GATA1, JAK2: haematopoietic and lymphoid tissue; KRAS: pancreas, large intestine, biliary tract; NF2: soft tissue; PTCH1: skin; PTEN: endometrium; RB1: eye; SMARCB1: soft tissue; VHL: kidney. The table also corroborates the well-recognized fact that TP53 plays an important role in a wide range of cancers (6) . Some other genes which play an important role in several cancers include: BRAF, CDKN2A, CTNNB1, KRAS and PIK3CA. Some genes appear to be predominantly associated with cancer of a single tissue. ABL1, ATM, CEBPA, GATA1, JAK2, MPL, NOTCH1, NPM1, PTPN11, RUNX1 are all associated only with cancers of haematopoietic-andlymphoid tissue, TSHR is associated only with thyroid cancer. Genes which, in a tissue, undergo few (less than ten) unique mutations but which undergo a particular mutation repeatedly, are marked @@ in the tables. Examples of such gene-tissue pairs include: BRAF: thyroid, FGFR3: skin, FOXL2: ovary, GNAS: pituitary, IDH1: central nervous system, PDGFRA: small intestine. Mutations in the metabolic enzyme, IDH1, have been linked to glioma and other cancers (46, 47) . The 676 mutated IDH1 samples contain only five unique missense mutations; a single mutation, R132H, frequent in human glioma, is observed 606 times. Most cancer genes play a role in more than one cancer and, in most cancers, more than one gene plays a role. Thus, the scenario is far from the one in which different genes play roles in different cancers. The puzzle also remains as to why genes which function in all tissues, cause cancer only in certain tissues.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Tables 1-6 , Supplementary Figures 1-7 and Supplementary Reference [48] .
